Warsaw, 30 June 2022

Balance of Payments in Poland
in Q1 2022
The quarterly bop has been drawn up based on monthly and quarterly information reported by
Polish residents involved in transactions with non-residents, public statistics surveys as well as
administrative data sources.
This version of bop is preliminary and may be subject to further revisions.
The current and capital account
In Q1 2022, the combined current and capital account was negative and amounted to PLN
47.7 billion. The current and capital account balance in that quarter accounted for minus
6.9% of the GDP, down by 9.9 percentage points when compared with Q1 2021.
Graph 1 Current and capital account, PLN billion
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Current and capital account

The deficit on the current account amounted to PLN 41.1 billion, down by PLN 55.8 billion
when compared with the corresponding quarter of 2021. This balance was influenced by
negative balance on primary income (PLN 37.8 billion) trade in goods (PLN 29.9 billion)
and secondary income (PLN 6.1 billion) as well as positive balance on services (PLN 32.7
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billion). The conversion of the surplus into a deficit in trade in goods and the increase in
the negative balance on primary income significantly affected the deterioration of the current account. The ratio of the current account balance to GDP was minus 6.0%, deteriorating by 8.5 percentage points compared to 2021.
Trade in goods
Exports was estimated at PLN 356.1 billion, while imports was estimated at PLN 386.0
billion. Compared to previous year, in exports of goods there was an increase by 18.5%
while the increase in imports stood at 33.9%.The increase in trade in goods was strongly
influenced by an increase in transaction prices. The highest growth was recorded in the
prices of fuels and supplies, while in the remaining categories the price indices were above
their levels of the previous years. The highest increase in export value was recorded in
fuels, which was due to both price and volume increases. On the other hand, a real decline
in exports of means of transport and a marked slowdown in exports of consumer durable
goods contributed to a decrease in the dynamics of total exports. These unfavorable trends
were caused by disruptions in international supply chains. The increased tension around
Ukraine observed since the end of 2021 and the subsequent outbreak of the RussianUkrainian war led to strong price increases in fuel markets. In the first quarter of 2022, gas
prices increased by more than 6 times and prices of other fuels were on average 90% higher
compared to the previous year. As a result of the widening disproportion between the
dynamics of exports and imports, there was a further large deterioration in the trade in
goods balance. In Q1 2022, the negative balance amounted to PLN 29.9 billion, and it was
the largest deficit in the balance of payments statistics up to date. The highest negative
values were recorded in fuels and supply goods. At the beginning of this year, the positive
balance in the category of means of transport clearly decreased.
International trade in services
Exports of services provided by Polish entities to non-residents amounted to PLN 82.8
billion, while imports of services purchased from non-residents to PLN 50.0 billion. Compared with Q1 2021, exports of services were higher by PLN 15.1 billion, i.e. 22.3%, while
imports increased by PLN 11.2 billion i.e. 28.9%. In the period under review, the balance
on services was positive and amounted to PLN 32.7 billion, up by PLN 3.9 billion when
compared with the corresponding period of 2021. This value was determined by positive
balances on: other services of PLN 17.2 billion (up by PLN 1.0 billion when compared with
Q1 2021), transportation services of PLN 10.8 billion (up by PLN 1.2 billion), and travel
amounting to PLN 4.7 billion (up by PLN 1.7 billion). The increase in the balance on travel
was influenced by the inclusion of expenditures of refugees from Ukraine who either temporarily stay in Poland or have travelled through Poland to other European Union countries.
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Primary income
In Q1 2022, credits on primary income amounted to PLN 21.8 billion and were at the same
level as in the first quarter of 2021. Expenditure reached PLN 59.7 billion and increased by
PLN 17.3 billion compared to the same quarter of 2021. The balance on primary income
was negative and amounted to PLN 37.8 billion. It was influenced by negative balance on
investment income (PLN 44.9 billion) and compensation of employees (PLN 5.7 billion)
and positive balance of other primary income (PLN 12.8 billion). Income of direct investors
from investments in Poland in the first quarter of 2022 amounted to PLN 45.5 billion and
was by PLN 15.9 billion higher than in the corresponding quarter of 2021. Foreign direct
investors' income from their capital involvement in Polish entities consisted of positive
reinvested earnings (PLN 39.3 billion), dividends (PLN 3.4 billion) and accrued interest on
debt instruments (PLN 2.7 billion). High reinvested earnings resulted from very good financial results of companies with foreign investors.
Secondary income
In Q1 2022 credits on secondary income amounted to PLN 6.9 billion up by 4.1% when
compared with the Q1 2021. Debits stood at PLN 13.0 billion, up by 3.9% in comparison
with the corresponding quarter of 2021. Major components of this item were: balance of
secondary income of government sector (EU transfers) as well as balance of other sectors.
The secondary income balance on other sectors was negative and amounted to PLN 0.3
billion. Credits on secondary income amounted to PLN 4.8 billion, of which PLN 3.0 billion
were workers’ remittances. Debits amounted to PLN 5.1 billion, of which PLN 4.7 billion
were transfers to Ukraine.
EU transfers
The inflow of EU funds, included in balance of payments, amounted to PLN 17.8 billion.
On the current account, this inflow amounted to PLN 15.2 billion, of which PLN 14.3 billion was registered as primary income (mostly under the Common Agricultural Policy),
and PLN 0.9 billion as secondary income (mostly resulting from the European Social
Fund). In the capital account, the inflow stood at PLN 2.6 billion (of which PLN 1.6 billion
under the European Regional Development Fund and PLN 1.0 billion under the Cohesion
Fund). In the same period, Poland’s membership premiums paid to the EU budget
amounted to PLN 8.2 billion. As a result of these transactions the balance of EU transfers
was positive and amounted to PLN 9.6 billion.
Financial account (net assets)
Balance of the financial account was negative and amounted to PLN 61.0 billion which
means a decrease in external assets net. This balance was influenced by an increase in
Polish investment abroad by PLN 31.6 billion (outflow of capital) as well as increase in
liabilities vis-à-vis non-resident investment in Poland (inflow of capital) by PLN 92.6 billion.
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Foreign investment (liabilities)
The positive balance of foreign investment in Poland was mainly influenced by capital
inflow to direct investment and other investment as well as capital outflow from portfolio
investment.
The balance of non-resident direct investment was positive and amounted to PLN 76.2
billion. This amount was significantly influenced by increase in reinvestment of earnings,
which stood at PLN 39.3 billion as well as inflow of capital in debt instruments (PLN 23.1
billion). The inflow of this capital consisted of transactions related to trade credits received
(PLN 13.9 billion) and other loans (PLN 5.1 billion).
Graph 2 Foreign investment in Poland, PLN billion (liabilities)
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Financial account - liabilities

In Q1 2022 there was an outflow of foreign capital from the Polish securities’ in the amount
of PLN 12.5 billion. The balance on portfolio investment was shaped by outflow of
investments from the debt instruments (PLN 12.6 billion). Outflow of investment from the
debt instruments resulted from scheduled redemption of two series of bonds denominated
in EUR and USD, total nominal value of which amounted to EUR 2.0 billion and USD 3.0
billion. At the same time non-residents have increased their portfolio of debt securities
issued by banks up by PLN 3.2 billion.
Non-residents' investment in instruments classified under other investment increased by
PLN 28.8 billion. A significant influence on the value of this item had transactions of the
corporate sector (increase by PLN 13.7 billion). For the most part this increase resulted
from trade credits received in the amount of PLN 8.9 billion, and from other loans received
in the amount of PLN 5.1 billion. In Q1 2022, liabilities of the banking sector increased by
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PLN 8.8 billion, primarily on account of deposits received by Polish banks from non-residents in the amount of PLN 7.1 billion. Liabilities of the government sector increased by
PLN 5.3 billion, mainly on account of a loan received from the European Commission under the SURE instrument (Support to mitigate Unemployment Risks in an Emergency).
Resident investment abroad (assets)
The balance of residents’ investment abroad was positive and stood at PLN 31.6 billion,
mostly as a result of positive balance on items recorded under direct investment and other
investment as well as negative balance on official reserve assets and financial derivatives.
The balance on direct investment was positive and amounted to PLN 10.0 billion (increase
in assets). It consisted of a positive balance of transactions on debt instruments (PLN 10.4
billion) and a negative balance of transactions involving equity other than reinvestment of
earnings (PLN 0.4 billion).
In Q1 2022, Polish portfolio investments abroad decreased by PLN 3.2 billion. Polish entities reduced their equity portfolio by PLN 1.9 billion. Investment and insurance funds sold
their holdings of shares issued by non-residents, while pension funds and households increased their foreign equity portfolios. At the same time, residents (mainly investment
funds) withdrew PLN 1.3 billion from investments in foreign debt securities.
The balance of other Polish investments abroad was positive and amounted to PLN 47.7
billion. This balance was particularly affected by transactions of the banking sector in the
amount of PLN 29.6 billion (mainly on account of deposits in banks abroad) and of enterprises, whose assets increased by PLN 17.6 billion (mainly on account of trade credits extended).
The balance on financial derivatives was negative and amounted to PLN 1.9 billion (inflow
of funds to residents). The negative balance was the result of profits made by the banking
sector (mainly on foreign exchange instruments) and other financial intermediaries (on
equity and commodity instruments).
In Q1 2022, as a result of transactions, official reserve assets decreased by PLN 21.0 billion.
These were mainly own transactions, and transactions carried out at the request of NBP
clients - in particular the Ministry of Finance and the European Commission.
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Additional information on the balance of payments
Balance of payments data for May 2022 will be released on 14 July 2022.
Balance of payments data for Q2 2022 will be released on 30 September 2022.
Time series of the quarterly balance of payments beginning with Q1 2004 are available at
the NBP website.
http://www.nbp.pl/statystyka/Bilans_platniczy/BOP_q.xlsx
Time series of the monthly balance of payments beginning with January 2004 are available
at the NBP website.
http://www.nbp.pl/statystyka/Bilans_platniczy/BOP_m.xlsx
Analytical tables of the quarterly balance of payments beginning with Q1 2004 are available at the NBP website.
http://www.nbp.pl/statystyka/Bilans_platniczy/BOP_q_PLN.xlsx
Time series of the monthly stock of official reserve assets beginning with January 1998 are
available at the NBP website.
http://www.nbp.pl/statystyka/DWN/Rez_m.xlsx
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